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Abstract
This work presents a newer and more complete version of an educational tool to be used in signal processing
interpolation-related subjects. Besides the consolidation of acquired theoretical knowledge, the tool allows now
its users to apply three error geometry patterns, test minimum or maximum dimension signal reconstruction
algorithms and problem conditioning through the analysis of the matrix spectral radius or the condition number:
these new features gives the possibility to alter the problem definitions to the desired goal before the
reconstruction begins. The time unit that measures the algorithms performance is (nlogn) thus independent from
the
machine’s
architecture.
A
video
of
the
developed
tool
can
be
seen
in:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/t6yiiuy31ramxse/FILME_1.avi.
Keywords: signal reconstruction, educational tool, interpolation, oversampling, fast Fourier transform (FFT),
condition number, matrix spectral radius, problem conditioning
1. Introduction
Nowadays, namely in engineering areas, there are a great amount of subjects that require a large and deeper
knowledge of theoretical aspects related to a specific scientific area. Sometimes students don’t really understand
the need to have skills on important concepts and lack the perception to understand its utility or even if they
really work. During the last decades, with the quick spread of information technologies, some new tools arose
whose purpose is to ensure and consolidate the theoretical concepts taught in regular teaching classes. The main
idea is to give students a way to experiment concepts taught in classes, as well as giving them the opportunity to
test them in different scenarios. With these tools students and other kind of users can practice and enhance skills
by themselves as self-taught persons.
In this paper a new version of the “Signal Processing Interpolation Educational Tool” (SPIEW) is presented
(Costa et al., 2012). In the first version we propose a new and easy-to-use tool which will help students
consolidate concepts of signal processing and complement their knowledge by enabling graphical results after
using complex signal reconstruction algorithms. The tool permits to achieve calculation in just one hit or step by
step through the iterative reconstruction refinement process and the assessment of the reconstructed signals.
Now we present an improved version of SPIEW. Its main new features are: the possibility to apply three error
geometry patterns (interleaved, random and burst); control the redundancy of the signals by applying a proper
oversampling factor, r, in the band limiting operation; test two different classes of signal reconstruction
algorithms and the usage of the iterative and direct calculation methods; the previously set up the problem
conditioning through the analysis of the spectral radius, (S), of the iteration matrix (in the case of iterative
methods are used) and the computation of the condition number, k(A), in the case of the direct methods are used.
In this way, its user can employ these parameters to know in advance if the problem will converge to an accurate
solution, even before running one of the reconstruction methods available. A previous analysis of key parameters
permit to chose the most suitable method to be used in the signal reconstruction test scenarios.
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Since all the chosen methods use the FFT computation, (nlogn), the time necessary to compute a FFT is used as
reference. So, the performance is measured through a relative Time Unit (TU) that is the time to compute a FFT
in a particular machine.
2. Reconstruction Algorithms
The signal reconstruction algorithm used in SPIEW was the discrete version of the Papoulis algorithm (Papoulis,
1975): the Papoulis Gerchberg algorithm (Ferreira, 1994a; Jones, 1986). A thorough description of this
maximum dimension algorithm can be found in (Costa et al., 2012). The Papoulis algorithm is still available to
run but a new minimum dimension reconstruction algorithm was included like the one used in (Neves et al.,
2008). Two different methods can be used to implement this algorithm: iterative and non-iterative calculation.
We also call the non-iterative method the direct calculation method. This way students can test and compare
maximum and minimum dimension algorithms with direct and iterative formulations. In the next subsections the
minimum dimension algorithm is presented.
2.1 Minimum Dimention Algorithm
This subsection describes a minimum dimension algorithm which also requires band-limited signals of
finite-dimension similarly to the Papoulis Gerchberg algorithm.
Thus the signal
(1)
where B is a band-limiter operator matrix (Ferreira, 2-1994).
The minimum dimension algorithm is a system of only l equations corresponding to the l unknown samples
when the total number of samples is n and n> l.
To establish the basic concepts, the specific case of an original signal x[n] with length n=5 is used, i.e., x[n] = {x1,
x2, x3, x4, x5}.
For this signal, Equation (1) becomes

…
(2)
nd

th

For reconstruction purposes let us assume that the 2 and 4 samples of x[n] are lost. Then, because only the
unknown samples are to recover, the set of equations, Equation (2), will be limited to those including the
unknown samples. In each of these equations, we are interested in separating the right side terms of Equation (2)
containing the unknown samples (x2, x4) from those containing the known ones. These yields,

,

(3)

which is equivalent to
.

(4)

Let us denote by u the subset of the original signal x[n] which contains the unknown values. In this case,
u={x2,x4} is of cardinality l=2. Also, let us define U = {i1, ..., il} as the set of subscripts of l unknown samples in
x[n]. In the present case, U = {2, 4}. Therefore, Equation (4) can be written as
xi   Bij x j   Bij x j ;
jU

i U

(5)

jU

or, in matrix form
u  Su  h ,

(6)

where S is a ll principal submatrix of B, as defined in Equation (4), and h is the (n-l) dimensional vector in the
second sum of Equation (5), which is a linear combination of the known samples of x[n]. S is the system matrix
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(Ferreira, 1994b). Theoretically, Equation (6) has a unique solution regardless the number and distribution of the
lost samples.
On the one hand, by successive operations, Equation (6), becomes equivalent to

(7)

,

and a basis to implement the non-iterative method is so established. On the other hand Equation (6) suggests the
needed formula to the iteration process
,

(8)

(i)

for the case where a non-relaxation method is used. Then u is obtained at iteration i and the solution is given by
the limit
lim

→

,

(9)

(0)

regardless of u .
Direct calculation of u as given in Equation (7) has the advantage of being done in one single step and gives an
exact solution, providing that (I-S)-1 exists. The drawback is that in case (I-S)-1 does not exist or the calculation is
not possible and no reliable approximation is possible. In practice, there are several factors which may lead to
serious difficulties in calculating the inverse of I-S. For example, if one of the eigenvalues of S, i(S), is close
enough to the unity, then the computation of (I-S)-1 may become very difficult, even impossible, which leads to
an ill conditioned problem. In such cases an iterative method is advantageous because it may be used to
circumvent this difficulty and to find a relatively accurate approximation for the solution, u. Despite the fact of
having an ill conditioned problem, in direct calculation method such problem is impossible to solve whereas in
iterative methods an approximation is always possible to be found, though its accuracy may not be very high.
The conditions under which these equations provide a solution for u can be found in (Ferreira, 1994a) and will
be discussed in the next subsection.
3. Convergence Analysis
It is necessary that (I-S)-1 exists or the iterative processes converge to find a problem solution. It is demonstrated
in (Ferreira, 1994a) that for low pass signals of dimension n with s known samples and q nonzero harmonics,
reconstruction iterative algorithm converges if:

n  q   n  s 

(10)

qs.

(11)

which is equal to
It is important to refer that q=2m + 1 where m is the sample bandwidth of the Low Pass Filter (LPF) (Costa et al.,
2012). So Equation (11) can be rewritten as follows:
s  2m  1 .

(12)

which establishes a sufficient condition on the density of the known samples. More precisely, the number of
known samples s must exceed twice the number of nonzero harmonics. For low pass signals, the condition is
consistent with the well-known classical sampling theorem.
The sufficient condition expressed by (12) is obviously necessary too. After all, low-pass signals with q=2m+1
nonzero harmonics are described by 2m+1 parameters, and therefore one cannot expect to reconstruct them from
less than 2m+1 samples.
In order to use the algorithms available in the new tool it is necessary that all signals are band limited. This
means that Equation (12) establishes a necessary condition in our tool. Because only low pass signals are used,
the necessary condition is met.
For the specific case of the Papoulis-Gerchberg algorithm, a relaxation constant, , is introduced to improve the
convergence rate, as stated in the previous tool version. In (Ferreira, 1994a) it is demonstrated that the algorithm
converges if both conditions are satisfied: 0<<2 and
2
1 Equation (12). Because we have considered
=1 and used low pass signals the iterative process converges.
Regarding minimum dimension method, the characterization of the system matrix, S, is fundamental to infer
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about the existence of solution to the problem formulated in Equation (2). Namely its eigenvalues, i(S), and in
particular its spectral radius, (S), condition the problem. (S) values close to 1 (the unity) make the computation
of (I-S)-1 very difficult, even impossible. Theoretically, the condition (S) < 1 would always guarantee the
solution possible. However, due to the some computational representation constraints, small variations on input
values can cause big variations on the output and cause the problem to be ill conditioned. In these cases a new
implemented parameter must to be taken into account: the condition number of (I-S)-1, presented latter below.
According to these conditions, it is possible to put a reconstruction problem into a point such that it is well
conditioned. It is known that the eigenvalues of the system’s matrix S depend on the distribution of the missing
samples. In particular, its spectral radius is more likely to be unitary for burst distributions rather than for
equidistant missing samples (Ferreira, 1994c). In the case of signal reconstruction it is interesting to note that, if
the distribution of the missing samples U = {i0, i1, …, il-1} is equidistant by some fixed integer p1, that is, U =
{i0p, i1p, …, il-1p}, then the eigenvalues i of S are given by rp /p, i.e.,

rp   (S )  rp  1
p

i

(13)

p

where rp denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to rp and rp denotes the smallest integer equal or
greater than rp. In the particular case of r=rp /p, the eigenvalues of S are all the same i (S)=r, i.
Given the above analysis, it is possible to put the problem into a well-conditioning point by properly selecting
the gap between the missing samples. Then it is possible to put i (S) close to either r or its multiples, regardless
of the number of missing samples. By using an appropriate choice of the oversampling and interleaving factors, r
and p, respectively, it is possible to put i (S) less enough than the unity in order to control the reconstruction
accuracy and processing speed (i.e., such that mr is an integer).
Figure 1 shows the maximum and the minimum eigenvalues of S as a function of the interleaving factor, p, for a
given bandwidth, defined by r=0.6. As the figure shows, greater values of p lead to better-conditioning problems
because max decreases as p increases. Also, when the product mr is an integer, all eigenvalues are equal since
they are i (S) = r, as stated before. In Figure 1, this occurs for p=5 and p=10.
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Figure 1. Spectral radius vs. interleaving factor, r=0.6
To better understand and control the problem conditioning, in the presented tool, some new parameters are
calculated: the spectral radius of the S matrix, delimited in Equation (13) and the Condition Number of the (I-S)
matrix (Equation (14)) (Golub & Van Loan, 1996; Kincaid & Cheney, 2002). Through the analysis of both values,
and also the convergence condition, Equation (12), the user can know in advance if the reconstruction algorithm
will converge to an accurate solution or not. Therefore through the properly chosen condition point the signal
reconstruction is guaranteed.
In practice, when (S) tends to be very near or even equal to the unity, the problem may become ill-conditioned,
even if it is theoretical well-conditioned due to the fact that (S)<1. Condition numbers near or above 1015 do not
generally lead to well-posed problems, even with double precision arithmetic (64-bit floating point, in many
machines). The condition number of matrix A, k(A), is calculated according the equation presented in (Kincaid &
Cheney, 2002):
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(14)

3. Develop
ped Tool
This tool w
was developedd using Matlabb (Maltlab, 20112) and is to bbe used with baand limited siggnals. Signals to be
treated in this version are:
a frame sequuences or stilll images. In thhe first versionn of SPIEW tthere was only
y one
signal corrruption methood, the interleaaved decimatioon and only a maximum dim
mension algorrithm, the Pap
poulis
Gerchbergg. An improvem
ment was the aaddition of twoo geometry pattterns error and a new reconnstruction algorrithm.
This new version allow
ws the signal ccorruption botth in a random
m and contiguuous or burst way: the Pap
poulis
Gerchbergg is also availaable. The next subsections deescribe each oof the stages thhat constitute a complete cyc
cle of
using the ttool.
3.1 Extracct Signals Operration
To start ussing the SPIEW
W application the user mustt push the “Oppen File” buttoon to choose a type of signa
al: as
previouslyy referres it cann be the first fframe of a seqquence or a stiill image, heree we have usedd Multiview Video
V
plus Depthh (MVD) 3D images (Rusannovskyy et al., 2013). This iss the only activve button whenn the user startts the
tool. The rrest of the butttons will be acctivated sequeentially to forcce the user to pperform all thee correct actions in
the correctt order. In Figgure 2 we can observe the ffirst interface of the applicaation after doinng the opening
g file
operation.
After the cchosen signal is open and diisplayed, somee information rregarding it is showned. If tthe user has ch
hosen
the sequennce frames to work
w
with the “Play” button is enabled. In the case of a sstill image thiss button will not
n be
activated. To perform thhe signals extrraction form eeach type of signal the userr must clik thee “Extract Sign
nals”
button. Eaach signal is made
m
by: all thee values corressponding to the same pixel aalong the fram
me sequence or each
line of thee still image. When
W
this buttton is pressed the signals exxtraction is doone and a proggress bar show
ws the
user the reemaining time to complete thhe task (Figuree 3).

Figuree 2. SPIEW iniitial interface, still image filee

Figure 3. Signaal extraction prrogress bar
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It is now available to thhe user the nuumber of signnals extracted from the entirre sequence, aas well as the total
number off samples of eaach extracted ssignal.
3.2 Band L
Limitting Operration
After the signals extracction the user can now perfform the bandd limiting opeeration for eacch of the extra
acted
signals. Thhis is a necessary condition to all the recoonstruction algorithms availaable in this toool. For that the
e user
must chosee the value of the oversamplling factor, r. IIt indicates thee percentage off redundancy tthat the signalss will
have after the filtering opperation and aalso limits the nnumber of sam
mples that can bbe lost afterwaards. To initiate
e this
process thhe user must press the “Fiilter Signals” button. Subseequently a proogress bar apppears showing
g the
estimated time to finishh this operation. Eventually a message boox shows the Low Pass Filtter Bandwidth
h that
correspondds to the r chossen value (Figuure 4). This is the value of m to verify Equuation (12).

Figure 4. Baand limiting opperation – low pass filter banndwidth
3.3 Corrupption Operatioon
The user is now ready too perform the corruption of the signals. A
As mentioned bbefore, in the pprevious versio
on of
the tool, oonly one error pattern geomeetry was availlable to apply: the interleaveed decimation. This new version
has three ppossible error geometry pattterns: interleavved, random annd contiguous decimation (F
Figure 5). Thiss will
allow the uuser to comparre the reconstruuction algorithhms performannce in differentt corruption sccenarios.

Figuree 5. Decimatioon process, avaailable methods
In the casee of the interleaved decimation corruption the user must chose a value for the jump, as shown in Figure
6. He musst chose valuess among 2, 4 oor 8. After chooosing the dessired value to start the decim
mation processs, the
user must press de “Apply” button.

mation method
Figuure 6. Choosingg the jump vallue for the interleaved decim
f
In this parrticular case (innterleaved deccimation) the nnumber of lostt samples is auutomatically caalculated and filled
in when thhe decimationn process is terrminated. In tthe other two cases (random
m and contiguoous) the user must
choose how many sampples he wants tto lose in the ddecimation proocess (Figure 7). If the userr wants to visu
ualize
the results of both the baand limiting annd the decimation operationss, he must chooose a specific ppixel by its number
and press the “View” buutton. A figuree with the origginal, band lim
mited signal (oobserved signaal) and a decim
mated
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version off that signal apppears (Figure 88).
It is imporrtant to refer thhat both band limiting and ddecimation opeerations are peerformed for aall signals extra
acted
from the vvideo sequencee or still image.

Figuree 7. Contiguouss decimation, 330 lost samplees

Figuure 8. Original, Observed andd Decimated vversions of the signal correspponding to linee number 200
3.4 Converrgence Analysis and Reconsttruction
We are noow ready to moove into the neext interface oof SPIEW. To do so the userr must press thhe “Next” butto
on in
the currennt interface. The
T reconstrucction window appears. Herre the user m
must choose w
what reconstru
uction
algorithm is to run throuugh a pop-up m
menu with threee options: Pappoulis-Gerchbeerg, Minimum Dimension, Direct
D
method or Minimum Dim
mension, Iteraative method (F
Figure 9).

Figure 9.. SPIEW, chooose the reconsttruction algoritthm
Before staarting the reconnstruction of thhe chosen signnal, the user is now able to see the problem
m conditioning
g data
(spectral radius and condition numberr). It is throughh the analysis of these two vvalues that thee user will kno
ow in
advance iff the chosen alggorithm and m
method will connverge. To visuualize these paarameters, the user must presss the
Problem C
Conditioning button (Figure110). Here the sspectral radius and conditionn number concerning the problem
under studdy are exhibitedd.
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Figure 10. P
Problem condittioning
After analyysing these vaalues the user kknows if the pproblem will coonverge to an accurate soluttion or not. He
e will
also know
w which algoritthm to choosee to obtain an accurate soluttion. As mentiioned in the pprevious section for
iterative m
methods, a specctral radius sm
maller enough tthan the unity guarantees in practice the itterative algoritthms’
convergennce. For directt methods a coondition numbber smaller thhan 1015 guaranntees a solutioon to the prob
blem.
More details about this issue will be prresented in thee Test and Resuults section.
we want to recconstruct and in the
After chooosing the reconnstruction algoorithm the userr must choose which signal w
case of thee iterative metthods, he must also indicatee the maximum
m number of iiterations. To sstart reconstruction
the user m
must press the “Run”
“
button. A
After the signaal reconstructioon, besides thee reconstructioon results, inclu
uding
the reconsttructed signal view, the user can also see thhe signal’s eneergy and poweer. This will alllow the comparison
of the recoonstruction of signals,
s
or eveen signal segmeents, with morre or less energgy.

F
Figure 11. Recconstruction results using thee Minimum Dimension, Iteraative method (L
Line 200)
After the signal reconsttruction has sttarted, the winndow shown in Figure 11 allows the usser to visualize
e the
iteration nnumber, its ressidual error annd if the convvergence condition is verifieed. There is aalso an explanation
button to hhelp the user too understand tthe expression used to verifyy the convergennce. It is the ““More Information”
button in tthe convergencce condition arrea (Figure 12)).
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Figurre 12. Converggence condition information
At the endd of the reconsstruction severral parameters to help the usser to evaluatee the reconstruuction and com
mpare
the availabble algorithmss are calculatedd. Those param
meters are: thee Root Mean S
Squared Error (RMSE), the Peak
Signal to N
Noise Ratio (P
PSNR) and thee Elapsed Timee measured in TU. By presssing the “TU – Time Unit” button
the user caan access this information (F
Figure 13). Thhe tool also shoows a graphic of the Residuual Error calcu
ulated
in each iteeration (herein called the Iterration Residuaal Error). In it the user can ssee if the chossen algorithm tends
t
faster to thhe maximum toolerance.

Figure 13. TU, time uunit used to coompare the reconstruction alggorithms results
m Dimension aalgorithm, Dirrect method, th
there are param
meters that are
e not
When the user chooses the Minimum
needed or calculated, suuch as the maximum numberr of iterations, the iteration nnumber and itss residual errorr, and
R
Error graphic, only observed and rreconstructed signals are shoowed (Figure 14).
1
instead of the Iteration Residual

l
Figure 144. Reconstructtion results usiing the Minimuum Dimensionn algorithm, diirect method, tto reconstruct line
200
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4. Tests an
nd Results
SPIEW waas tested severral times in ordder to better explain the diverse contents tthat it addresses to its users. Still
during its development some
s
opinionss of colleaguess and students w
were taken intto consideratioon to make thiss tool
more effecctive and user--friendly. For eexample, its G
GUI was alteredd quite a few ttimes in order to comply witth the
obtained ffeedback. Conncerning the S
SPIEW featurees, first the thrree error geom
metry patternss were applied
d and
tested. Cleearly the mosst unfavourablle case to the reconstruction efficiency iis the contiguous (burst) lo
ost of
samples.
Through thhose tests we concluded thaat the convergeence conditionn must be verified to guaranntee the algoritthms’
convergennce. Furthermoore a spectral raadius less thann 1, preferably around 0.5, w
will ensure the w
well functionin
ng of
the iterativve methods (convergence rrate, accuracyy, etc.). But inn the specificc case of the direct method
d the
condition nnumber is a keey parameter tto infer about hhow acceptablle a solution ussing this methood is. Values lower
than 1015 llead to accuratte solutions eveen when the iteerative methodds no longer coonverge.
In the folloowing figures we present thee results obtainned from the ttests achieved with r = 12.5%
% and a burst error
geometry pattern for thee lost of sampples. It is impportant to referr that the bursst, in this timee, is located in
n the
middle of the signal. Thhe purpose is tto compare diffferent cases reesulting from different numbber of lost sam
mples
by increassing the burst size. Figure 15 shows the pproblem condiition values foor the case of 10 contiguouss lost
samples.

Figgure 15. Probleem conditioninng values for 10 contiguous llost samples
d
Through tthe analysis off both spectrall radius and ccondition numbber we concluude that both iiterative and direct
will converge. In
I Figure 16a aand Figure 16bb, the results oobtained using both methods are shown.
methods w

m, Iterative metthod (Line 450
0)
Figuree 16a. Reconstrruction results using the Minnimum Dimenssion algorithm
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F
Figure 16b. Reeconstruction rresults using thhe Minimum D
Dimension, Dirrect method (L
Line 450)
f
increasinng the numberr of the lost ssamples to 600. Figure 17 sshows the problem
The next case results from
condition vvalues that perrmit to achievee the respectivee convergencee analysis.

Figgure 17. Probleem conditioninng values for 600 contiguous lost samples.
Clearly thhe iterative meethods will noo longer convverge to an acccurate solutioon, since spectral radius,  = 1.
However, it is possible to
t see that by using the direect method wee will be able tto obtain a sollution, as show
wn in
Figure 18aa and Figure 188b.
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Figuree 18a. Reconstrruction results using the Minnimum Dimenssion algorithm
m, Iterative metthod (Line 450
0)

m, Iterative metthod (Line 450
0)
Figuree 18b. Reconstrruction results using the Minnimum Dimenssion algorithm
In the nextt case the num
mber of lost sam
mples was incrreased up to 1000. The problem conditioninng values are sh
hown
in Figure119. As it can be
b seen in Figgure 19, the ccondition num
mber reached thhe value of 10015. Since we used
double preecision (32 bitts precision), iit is not expected that directt mode can callculate an accuurate solution.. The
computed solution woulld not be to truust on. Obviouusly, if we incrrease the burstt size beyond 1100, signal rem
mains
unrecoveraable. Concernning the directt method, as w
we expected, since we use double precission, the cond
dition
number haas reached a value
v
of 1015, and if we inncrease even m
more the burstt window, thee signals canno
ot be
reconstruccted and the dirrect method won’t converge to a solution ((see Figure 20)).
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Figuure 19. Problem
m conditioningg values for 1000 contiguous lost samples

Figurre 20. Reconstrruction resultss using the Minnimum Dimension Algorithm
m, Direct methhod (Line 450)
5. Survey Results
was presentedd to a group off test
After obtaaining the limiit values to thhe conditioningg of the probllem, the tool w
subjects. T
The tool was prroperly explainned through ann oral explanattion, and then a written tutorrial was given to all
of them. S
Some examples were preseented so that they could seee the applicaation performaance under several
different siituations.
Thereafterr they were askked to exploree the tool freelyy. Afterwards they were given a quiz test to answer. In some
issues the test group hass shown more difficulty, nam
mely concerninng the band lim
miting operatiion, as for exa
ample
its direct rrelation to the signals redunddancy. At the eend, trough expperimentation, it became cleear to them tha
at the
decrease oof redundancy in the signals cclearly limitedd the number oof samples thatt can be lost.
To validatee SPIEW a carreful elaboratioon of the referrred quiz test w
was achieved bbefore it was giiven to the sub
bjects.
In order too be effective, important eduucational and ppsychological issues were taaken into accoount on designiing it
(Minium et al., 1993; Cohen et al.,, 2000; Caulffield et al., 22011). Seven questions werre found as being
b
representaatives of the maain aspects thee tool must proovide. Questionns are:
(1) “Which overssampling factor would you chhoose to allow
w you to lose a larger numbeer of samples in
i the
signals?”
(2) “A high overssampling factor corresponds to a high or loow value in thee Low Pass Filter Bandwidth
h?”
68
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(3) “Which is, in your
y
opinion, the worst erroor geometry paattern to reconsstruct the signals?”
(4) “In a good prroblem conditiooning which reeconstruction m
method would you choose? W
Why?”
(5) “If the spectrral radius of matrix S is sm
maller than 1,, which of thee algorithms ccan you choose to
reconstruct thhe signals?
(6) “If the condition number hhas a value of 1015 can yoou reconstruct the signals uusing the avaiilable
methods?”
(7) “Do you conssider the tool uuseful? Did youur knowledge iin the area impproved?”
The resultss obtained in quiz
q done to thhe subjects are showed in Figgure 21.

Figure 21. Test resultts
% of the subjeects answered correctly to qquestions 1, 3,, 5 and 6. 20%
% didn’t answ
wer to
As it can be seen, 100%
q
2, 60% answered correctly and 40% incorrectlyy. Finally, concerning question 7,
question 44. Concerning question
they all coonsider the tooll helpful, and ssay that their kknowledge hass improved witth it.
6. Conclussions and Futture Work
Similar to its previous version,
v
SPIEW
W allows indubbitably its userrs to deal withh signal reconsttruction algoriithms
in a much friendlier and accessible waay. By approachhing the problem in a more ggraphical and interactive ma
anner,
the users w
were able to retain
r
and connsolidate conccepts such as ffiltering, bandd-limiting, probblem conditioning,
reconstrucction and algorrithm dimensioons. Other conncepts like siggnal redundanccy and how it affects the number
of samples that can be lost are also addressed in tthis version of the tool, as well as the thhree different error
geometry patterns availaable and the identification oof the worst ccase scenario tto the reconstrruction can alsso be
tested.
Dependingg on the probblem conditionn analysis the user can knoow in advancee if the signaal reconstructio
on is
possible, oor which is thee best algorithhm to reconstrruct it and connfront its previious hints or rresults with precise
predictions. It permits user
u
to enhancce its knowledge and get tthe feeling aboout this kind of problems in
i an
interactivee way. This annalysis is donee trough the coonvergence coondition, specttral radius andd condition number
parameterss. This allows the user to allter its problem
m conditioningg to the desireed goal beforee the reconstru
uction
begins.
o
using the three diffeerent algorithm
ms available in the tool the R
RMSE and PSN
NR of
To comparre the results obtained
the reconsstructed signalss are computed. In the previious version oof the tool onlyy one reconstruuction method
d was
available, the Papoulis-G
Gerchberg algoorithm. The reeconstruction time, measuredd in TU (Timee Units) can alsso be
used to coompare the peerformance off the three alggorithms. Besiides this, in thhe specific caase of the iterrative
methods, tthe maximum number of iterrations necessaary to reconstrruct the signall and the graphhic evolution of
o the
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Iteration Residual Error can also act as comparative values between the iterative methods performance. In the
direct method, instead of the iteration error evolution graphic, both the reconstruct and corrupted signal versions
are shown.
This application is to be used in Digital Signal and Image Processing related subjects. So far, the users’
receptivity has been encouraging. Currently we have used in this tool high frame rate sequences and still images
obtained with the MVD method (Rusanovskyy et al., 2013), still we believe it can be used in images from
different areas, such as medical, e.g.
As future work we aim to add new features to SPIEW (Karthik & Prabhu, 2010) and conduct more tests with
graduated students (MSc & PhD). The aim is finding the critical points that establish the appropriate method
according to a previous analysis of the problem conditioning.
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